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Normandy front grinds to a halt!

The battle for Normandy is far from
over. German resistance has proved
stiffer than expected, and Axis air
power has not been neutralised, allowing them to strike the build-up of
troops and supplies with alarming
regularity.
Deep in the close confines of the bocage, small parties of German soldiers
hold up entire battalions with small
arms and light anti-tank weapons.
Every hedgerow and hamlet must be
cleared inch by inch. Every firefight
causes a casualty or two and uses up
vital ammunition. Convoys of trucks
and ambulances make excellent targets
for ambushers, which in turn bogs down
progress even further!

Plans are being formulated for a breakout, but our sources remain reticent
on our chances of cutting out of the
hideous hedgerows and into the open
company beyond.
In the meanwhile, troop ships laden
with casualties continue to arrive at
Portsmouth and Southampton. Maimed
by fiendish bouncing mines, chattering machine guns and fragmenting
grenades, these men have suffered the
worst Normandy has to offer.
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LUFTWAFFE HORNETS STRIKE AGAIN!

Twin-engined heavy fighters
hammered troop movements
across Normandy this morning in a series of co-ordinated
strikes against British and
American tank columns.
These state-of-the-art aircraft
are being staged from fields
deep inside enemy territory,
apparently impervious to the
ministrations of our bombers.

Armed with tank-busting cannons and high explosive bombs,
these planes are wreaking havoc

up and down the line. While our
plucky pilots have scored some
kills, it is not enough to break
the deadlock in the air.

In response to this aerial menace, the RAF and USAAF have
stepped up their fighting patrols,
flooding the skies with growling
Mustangs and shrieking Spitfires.
With any luck, these extra patrols
will chase the Hun back to his
bolthole and clear the skies for
our next offensive!

THE BIG CATS STRIKE!

A trio of terrible Tiger tanks savaged
a British armoured column in the town
of Villiers-Bocage earlier this morning.
The ambush was sprung with surgical
precision, annihilating half the column
in a matter of seconds.
Our correspondent was travelling in
the rear and watched great plumes of
smoke and flame erupt into the sky as
the Shermans and Cromwells brewed
up.

While there are sufficient numbers of
men and material around Caen and
Cherbourg to sustain an offensive, the
arrival of enemy armoured units has
slowed progress to a crawl.

A Firefly tank took a heroic stand,
facing down the predatory Tigers at
almost point-blank range.
Unfortunately, the attack was blunted,
despite the best efforts of our heroic
armour crews.

Mock Goose

Mrs E Carlysle’s Recipe for Making Do
Ingredients:
• 1 cup dried split lentils
• 2 slices of wholemeal bread
breadcrumbs
• 1 Onion
• Chopped sage
• A little butter
• Chicken stock
• Salt & pepper
• Garlic
• Lemon

Method:
*

*

*
*
*
*

REVELLERS RESCUE BOMB VICTIM!

Last night, a 1000lb bomb
struck Nottingham’s Lace Market, causing extensive damage
to the residences and businesses nearby.

The bomb landed just as the
pubs were turning out and a
group of drunken factory workers found themselves at the
centre of the rescue operation.

Place 1 cup of rinsed dried lentils and 3 cups of hot water into a
saucepan and cook for 15 mins, drain
and squeeze some lemon juice and
sprinkle salt and mix together
Chop onion and place in a pan with
a little butter and saute lightly, add
a little chicken stock (and continue
to cook and reduce a little. Mix in
breadcrumbs, salt, pepper, chopped
sage and mix thoroughly
Spread half of lentils in a shallow
dish and press down
Spread the breadcrumbs/sage mixture over the lentils and press down
a little
Finally cover with the remaining
lentils
Cook in oven at about Gas Mark 4
for 30 minutes or so until the top is
lightly browned

Assisted by the Home Guard,
ARP Wardens and Fire Service, the five men shook off the
effects of the brown ale and
helped to rescue the trapped
residents.
These men will be awarded the
George Cross for gallantry by
the mayor at a ceremony in the
town hall later this week.

Several people had become
trapped in the wreckage of
their house, and these five men
immediately dived into the fray.
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On mountain soil I first
drew life:
The mists of the Taglay
have shed
Nightly their dews upon
my head,

